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1. Introduction
According to technological forecasts [29], the bandwidths of future wide-area data net-

works will substantially exceed those offered by current local-area networks. It is natural
to expect that those wide-ame networks will be used to build u'ry large distributed systems
(VLDS) that will:

(a) be very large in numerical. geographical, and administrative terms; in other words.
they will consist of many interconnected hosts, distributed over a large area, and
owned by many organizations and individuals;

(b) allow well-integrated (perhaps transparent) and efficient sharing of resources (proces-
ing power, data, communication services) over long distances;

(c) connect individuals and organizations that may wish to share resources, but, since
they do not trust each other, demand strict control over their own resources and the
ability to function autonomously,

(d) use a variety of communication protocols, including both request-reply and stream-
oriented protocols, to access remote resources;

(e) consist of hardware components that in general do not have any physical security (for
example, most hosts, including those acting as network gateways, will be loadable
with arbitrary kernel software by malicious users#.
Most existing and proposed distributed systems make security-related assumptions

that are incompatible with one or more of the above properties of VLDSs. Examples of
such assumptions are:
• All system-level components trust one another. Once a user is authenticated to the

local kernel (via a password mechanism, perhaps), access to remote resources requires
no further authentication. Examples are V (101, Eden (31 and Cronus (281.

* The system is controlled by a single administrative agent. so that it is possible to
have universally trusted name and/or key servers. Examples are Sun UNIX$' (301,
Mach (27], and Grapevine (6,7].

* The system is restricted to a single local area network that. like the Ethernet [21].
guarantees that either every host on the network correctly receives a packet. or that
no host receives it. Thus a packet cannot be modified by a malicious host. The sys-
tem may span networks connected by gateways if these gateways are physically
secure.

* There is a single administrative agent that can punish security violators. e.g., by
firing them. Therefore, violation detection, rather than prevention, is sufficient.

S Resource sharing across administrative domains is possible, but is poorly integrated
(e.g., is restricted to mail and file transfer). Typically, there are no global naming or
authentication mechanisms, and a user must have independent accounts and pass-
words on each host. An example is Berkeley UNIX [201.

* The network is physically secure, or the network interfaces are assumed to contain
tamper-proof logic, as in Amoeba (22].
A VLDS, as we have defined it. fails to satisfy any of the above assumptions, and thus

has security problems that am not present in current distributed systems.
In this paper. we propose a mechanism for secure communication in Very Large Dis-

tributed Systems. The mechanism is called Authenticated Datagram Protocol (ADP). It is
positioned below the transport layer, at the level of datagram communication between
hosts. ADP is the basis of a new architecture for fast secure communication: it is at a level
sufficiently high for end-to-end security, but sufficiently low for inexpensive and efficient

" UNMX is a tradmark of AT&T 8.11 Laboratories.
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operaton. Potentially, all network communication in the VLDS pasems through ADP. We
ane currently building a distributed system called DASH that uses ADP [4].

ADP will be shown to have these properties:
WI it satisies the requirements of VLDSs;
(Ui) it can provide end-to-end socuuity;
(HOl it has several advantages over designs in which the security mechanisms are at a

higher level of the protocol hierarchy;
(Iv) its perorimance can be made acceptably high even on today's machines and LANs,

povide ingle-kay ewayption is done in hardware.
The rest of the paper is organiued as Jbllows. Secion 2 describes the security model

on which ADP is based. and Section 3 its design and implementation. The ezperiments
that were carred out to evaluate its perfrmance and mimes of their results us presented in
Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are offred in Sectiont 5.

2. The Secuft Model
ADPs security principals us called ownere. Each owner has a unique symbolic same

and a unique private-key/public-key pair. The mechanisms for delegating naming author-
ity and thine for mapping names to public keys use being studied within the DASH Propac
but are outside the somp ofthis paper.

The distributed system includes a set of hosts, each running an operating systemi her.
nel. At any point in time. a host has a kernel owner. The ownerhip of a kernel is esta-
blnked at boot time, beforei network communication takes place; it might be done manually
or hms a ROK. Kernel ownership may cheag over time. eg., as different people bast a
public workstation. A crash-te period under a single kernel owner as called a kernel on-

The kernel may support multiple usr processe, each a( which has an associated
owner, perhape different borno the kernel owner. A kernel possesse the private keys of its
kernel owner and of afl owners of the user processes it has executed or is ezecuting.

A kernel is ieh7wst if
'11 it limits the infomation flow out of each priaes it is ezecuting to that explicitly

requested by this I pes
#2) it perfrms name resolution orrectly-,
t3) it corrctly ezecutes the algorithms of ADP. as described beowmr
(4) it allows only its owe to read the private keys it contains.

All of these conditions require somei form of logical coerrectness on the part of the ker-
nel; methods of ensuring this are outside the sope of this paper 'see [911. Ceaditioa 4
requires that eithert
'a) the host is physically accessible only to its current owner, or
(b) there is no mechanism for reading out the kerners private key storage that a be

wued by somebody or than the kernel owner. This is not the case if there to
Wreet button" that jumps into a ROM monitor without fius& destroying the keys. or if
a hardware failure generates a memory dump to a Ie or device readable by asyene
other than the kernel ow. However, the condition is satiated if private keys are
held in a write-only storage inside the encryption chip.
An owner X is kernel-trustauoithy if. wheniever X owns a kel this kernel as

security-correct.
If an owner X issues a command to ezecute a proess remotely en a kernel with owsw

Y. we infer (and may) that X is placing kernel trust in Y.
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3 The Dedgu of ADP
3.1. An operatonal description

As mentioned in Section 1, ADP is a host-to-host dataram protocol that provides
secure communications, Le., authentication and, optionally, privacy of mesages.

ADP makes use of an underlying network layer that provides an insecure datagram
service. This service could vary accoyding to the remote host involved; for example, the
lntrnet Protocol might be used [24] hr a distant host, while a simpler network protocol
would suffice for a host oan the same LAN. In some cases, ADP must handle fragmentation
oflog messegus this ime will not be considered here.

ADP does not implement any particular authorization scheme, nor does it provide
other security guarntees such as coninement or freedom from denial of service. With
ADP as a basis, the kernel may provide higher-level services for user processes. For exam-
ph, DASH supports a general client/server model in which the authentication provided by
ADP underlies authorization mechanisms at both the kernel and the user level.
3.1.1. Secure channel establishment

The operation of ADP is based on a host-to-host secure channel that is established
whenever a (user or kernel) proem executing on a host wants to communicate with
another process running on another host and such a channel does not already eist.
Public-key encryption ,PKE) [15,26] is used to establish a secure channl when a host A 4-

needs to establish a secure channel to a host B, the ADP module running on A sends a
channel establishment request to B. This request contains random string S, encrypted with
the public key of the owner of B. and random string T. S will be used as the secret single
key of the secure channel, and T will be used as a digital signature [1,12,13] to authenti-
cate owners from B to A. A marks the secure channel as being tentatim until it receives an
acknowledgement. The secure channel request is included with ADP messages sent while
the channel is still tentative.

In the secure channel acknowledgement and in every ADP message until the first sig-
nature is received, B sends to A a random string R to be used for signatures sent from A to
B. i.e., to authenticate ownes from A to B. If the two hosts simultaneously try to establish
a channel between themselves, the one with the lexicographically greater name determines
the channel key S.

In many cames, patterns of communication (in terms of local and remote owners and
addresses) are predictable- for example, a workstation will always communicate with local
file servers. It is then possible for a kernel to establish secure channels, and do authentica-
tion on those channels, in advance of user demand (e.g., at boot time).
3.1. Owner authentication

When an owner X who has not seant any messages to B before wants to communicate
from host A with an owner Yon host B, and a secure channel between A and B has been
established, public-key encryption is used to authenticate X to B -more precisely, to the 4
owner of B's kernel). The ADP module running on A encrypts string R with the private
key of X and sends it in a message along with X's name; the ADP module on B docrypts it
with the public key of X obtained frm the name server, and compares the result to string
R; if the two strinp are identical, then B concludes that the message is from X (or from a
host that posesses Jrs private key), and caches Jrs name in the list of the owners authnti.
cated from the other end that it maintains for that channel A in turn caches the name of
Xin its list of owners authenticated to the other end of the channel (see Figure 1).

When this operation has been done, both hosts are aware, and remember. that X has
been authenticated to B. This authentiation caching means that expensive PKE-based
authentication need be done only the fr time an owner is involved as a sender or receiver
on a particular secure channel. In all subsequent mesages sent from X to Y. the presence
of Jrs name in the caches maintained by ADP on A and B is considered sufficient for the

X.-



authentication of the mesaages.

3.1.. Messages
As explained in [5], messages from X to Y, when X has been authenticated to the host

where the destination process belonging to Y resides, only require for the purposes of
authentication either the encryption (with the secure channel's secret key S) of a message
trailer that includes a sequence number or a cryptographic checksum [2,14]. If privacy of
the data is also desired, then the entire message may be encrypted with S. Thus, ADP uses
a bootstrapping mechanism to combine the advantages of public-key [15.261 and single-key
(231 cryptography. As a basis for authentication in large distributed systems, public-key
schemes have several advantages over single-key schemes [16]. In VLDSs. replication is
essential for performance, availability, and fault-tolerance. Key server replication
increases the vulnerability of a single-key scheme to attack on secrecy, whereas it reduces
the vulnerability of public-key systems. Current public-key encryption algorithms are too
slow to consider using them to encrypt any part of each message sent. On the other hand,
single-key operations are fast enough to be employed for each message.

Further reductions in encryption overhead can be achieved if ADP and its users recog-
nize the existence of messages that are not particularly urgent (eg., most acknowledge-
ments, most writes to remote disk) and that can therefore be delayed and piggybacked onto
the next urgent mesage to be transmitted over the same secure channel In this case. one
ADP messge on the network may include a number of user messages. Only one sequence
number will have to be encrypted, or only one cryptographic checksum will have to be com-
puted, for each ADP message, thereby reducing the cost of encryption per user message.

The urgency of a maeage will typically be determined by the proess originating it: a
message marked urgent will be shipped by ADP as soon as possible; one whose maximum
delay is specified will have to be sent when this timeout expires, unless it will have already
been piggybacked onto an urgent message; finally, one which neither is marked urgent nor
has its maximum delay specified will be assigned by ADP a timeout, which will usually be
a tunable parameter of ADP and the same for all such mesages. Since delayed mesages
will have to be kept in queues within ADP, another tunable parameter is the maximum
size of each queue: the arrival of a non-urgent message which causes a queue to fill or to
overfiow will be treated as if it were the arrival of an urgent mesae. This maximum sie
will depend on the amount of buffer space available, and may be limited by the maximum
size of the messages that can be accepted by the lower protocol layers, The one just
described is the queue service discipline that has been implemented in the current version
of ADP, but is by no means the only possible one, and we do not claim it is the best.

3.2. The properties of ADP
From the security model introduced in Section 2 and the operational description of the

protocol in Section 3.1, it can be seen that ADP provides authentication as well as. when
desired. privacy. To be more precise, when ADP delivers to owner Y a message tagged with
the name of owner X. it guarantees that, if X has placed kernel trust only in kernel-
trustworthy owners, then the message was sent at the request of a process owned by X. and
was directed to a process owned by Y. ADP also guarantees that, if X has requested privacy
in the transmission of that message, and if the kernel where the sending process belonging
to X) was running a security-correct, the text of the message is readable only by kernels
with the same owner as the host where the destination process belonging to Y) resides.

As shown in (51, ADP satisfies the requirements of VLDSs. In particular, it does not
require physical security, or kernels to trust each other. or owners to trust all kernels. Nor
does it restrict sharing of resources in any way. Other functions like authorization can be
efficiently built on top of ADP [4]. Ia our model of distributed computation. an owner who
runs a process en a kernel with a different owner has no privacy from that owner. If the
kernel is not security-correct. it can alter or publicize any data accesWe to the user pro-
cess. [n this model, no additional security is obtained by doing encryption at higher kernel

%
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levels. or in user processes. This host-to-host security and the security-correctnes of the
kernel provide as much end-to-end security as is possible in our model without using exter-
nal mechanisms.

Since security mechanisms at the level of host-to-host datagrams can exhibit (for
example, in ADP) desirable end-to-end characteristics, it is reasonable to discuss their
several advantages:

" They allow heterogeneity and modifiability of the implementation without the need to
change any of the higher level protocols.

" They simplify transport level protocols. When a host crashes, its secure channels are
destroyed Thus, remote host crashes are detected at the host-to-host level at the time
of secure channel establishment. In combination with the elimination of duplicates
and the limiting of replay delay [5]. this means that three-way handshakes can often
be eliminated from transport-level protocols.

" Three-way handshakes can be often eliminated from stream and request'reply proto-
cols, A short transaction then requires just two messages, as opposed to at least six in
TCP [171 and four in secure RPC [7].

* Security functions need not be duplicated in multiple transport protocols or user pro-
grams.

" In ADP there are two public-key operations (encryption or decryption) per owner per
remote host per kernel session. Often these operations can be done at boot time or
during idle periods. There are no per-process or per-operation public-key operations,
resulting in a substantial performance benefit.

" Since messages from all client processes and higher level protocols pass through ADP,
a number of these mesages destined to a common remote host can be combined into a
single datagram and authenticated once using the channel's secret key. This can
appreciably reduce the number of single-key operations.

" Additional specific advantages over transport-layer [7.11,17.30] or higher-layer solu-
tions are discussed in (51.

4. An Experimental Evaluation of ADP

4.1. The design of the experiments
A prototype of ADP has been implemented in C ++ (the language we are using to

build DASH) and integrated with the necessary portions of the DASH kernel. This imple-
mentation runs on Sun 3N50 workstations connected by an Ethernet, and has been used as
the basis for a set of experiments. The main goals of these experiments were:
(a) to measure the performance of ADP under a variety of external and internal condi-

tions, especially with an input traffic as high as we ezpect it to be in VLDSs;
(b) to determine the impact of encryptionidecryption overhead on ADP performance;
,c) to evaluate the influence of non-urgent message queueing on ADP performance, hence

the value of introducing the notion of urgent message in protocol design;
(d) to study the sensitivity of ADP performance to the variations of such parameters as

the maximum delay of non-urgent messages.
Among the interesting investigations that had to be postponed to the near future, as

our current experimental setup does not permit them, are the evaluation of the effects of,
caching, and that of the advantages of running ADP on multiprocessor machines (the proto-
col has been designed so as to maximize parallelism).

The following primary performance indices were chosen for the study:

%
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* Throughput T: the maximum sustained rate at which information can be transmitted
by an ADP module and received by another (remote, ADP module.

* Latency L. the delay incurred by a message between the instant it is given to an ADP
module for transmission and the instant it is delivered by another ADP module to the
destination process or to a higher.level protocol on the destination host. Since the
latency of non-urgent messages is guaranteed to be acceptable. as it is bounded by
their maximum delay, all our measurements of L are 1or the urgent messages only.
In the rest of this paper. unless otherwise specified, we shall use the symbol L to
denote the average latency of the messages in a given finite sequence.

" Secure channel establishmene time C: the time between the instant a channel estab-
lishment request is generated by an ADP module and the instant the corresponding
acknowledgement is received by that module.
Another index we measured in our experiments is the utilization of the CPU, obtained

by timing a low-priority idle process that was running whenever no other process was run-

The setup adopted fr the experiments is schematically depicted in Figure 2. It con-
sists of two diskless Sun 3/50 workstations, each with a main memory of 4 Mbytes that can
be downloaded from the file server. When both memories have been downloaded, the
switch may be opened to eliminate the interference that would be caused by the traffic gen-
erated by the other workstations. Note that by "DASH kernel" in the figure is meant that
portion of the kernel which is needed to support the software modules depicted there, the
keyboard, and the display. Also, "IP" represents the Internet Protocol, whose fragmenta-
tion and reassembly routines were, however, the only portions exercised in our experi-
ments.

Not shown in the figure is the heart of the instrumentation used to measure the
indices introduced above, i.e.. the clock; since the resolution of the workstation's clock (10
ms) was insufficient for latency measurements, we used the clock of one of the serial com-
munication controllers to interrupt the CPU with the constant period of I ms, this method
allowed us to measure times with a I ms resolution at the cost of only 2% of the total CPU
power (31]. Another important component of the setup not represented in the figure is the
Zilog Z8068 DES chip mounted in both workstations and used for single-key hardware
encryption and decryption. This chip is seen by the CPU as a polled [/0 device with an 8-
bit wide data interface. Figure 2 clearly shows that our performance indices do not
represent the performance of ADP per so, but rather that of the ADP-IP"-Ethernet driver-
Ethernet complex.

The main function of the sender process is to generate input messages for ADP.
While protocol performance 'especially throughput) is fiquontly measured in a laboratory
setting as a function of message size by sending into the protocol sequences of equally sized
messages (se for example (8), doing this to evaluate ADP was likely to provide misleading
results, as ADP performance must be expected to be sensitive to the distributions of indivi-
dual message sizes, and even to their temporal sequences. Thus, it was decided to run
trace-driven experiments.

Since a complete DASH system does not exist yet and a real ADP input trace cannot
therefore be measured, the assumption was made that the message traffic on a local-area
network interconnecting a variety of machines, including diskless workstations and file
servers, would represent a reasonable approximation to the type of traffic that an ADP
module will experience in a DASH system. Indeed, we conjecture that remote resource
sharing will be substantial in a VLDS, and presumably the sizes of the messages
exchanged for that purpose will not drastically differ from page and file transfers to and
from file servers in today's LANs. A trace of all packets transmitted on a 10 Mb/s Ethernet
among 96 machines of various types. 49 of which were diskless Sun workstations and 6
were Sun file servers (19], was converted into the corresponding message trace, and also
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decomposd into traces containing only the messages generated by a given transport-level
protocol. The three protocols most represented in the trace were TCP (DARPA's Transmis-
sion Control Protocol). ND (Sun's Network Disk), and NFS (Sun's Network File System).
Five such traces were thus obtained
* ALL (the owe including all message types),
0 TCP (representing the type of traffic generated by machines that do paging and access

fies on local disks only),
0 ND (the typical traffic to or from a pap server),
* NFS (the traffic directed to or from a ile server), and
0 ND+NFS (characterising the traffic to or from a fle server that is used also for

remote paging).
The ALL trace included TCP messages from and to all machines. but only the ND and

NFS messages generated by the busiest file server on the monitored network. The ND
trace contained the ND messages generated by that same file server, whereas the NFS
trace consisted of the NIFS messages transmitted by another file server, which was the one
with the highest NFS traffic. The ND 4NI'S trace was the result of the superposition of
the ND and N'FS components of ALL.

The urgency of the messages in each trace was chosen considering various attributes
of the message (TCP, ND, or NFS; page read or write; file read or write; request. response
or acknowledgement; and so on). Other choices, dictated by, for instance, message size or
message position in a sequence, were also considered, in order to investigate the impact of
message urgency on ADP performance. Non-urgent messages were not assigned an indivi-
dual maximum delar the timeout parameter of ADP was used as the common maximum
delay for such messages in all cases. The message arrival rate for each trace was also
varied around to the one of the original Ethernet trace, while the ratios between any two
interarrival times were kept constant, in order to vary the offered load (in latency measure-
ments) or to make it so high that the sending ADP module would never remain idle (in
throughput measurements).

The factors whose infuence was to be studied in the experiments are displayed in
Table 1. Because of the large number of runs that even a partial factorial design would
have required. we decided to limit the initial phase of the study (the one reported on in this
pap4r) to a one-factor-at-a-time design (18]; however, the ease with which our setup allows
us to change the levels of most factors and the brief duration of most runs caused us to
deflect in several occasions from the original design and to extend it in some of the possible
directions. The limited space prevents us from presenting and discussing all of these exten-
sions here: only those sample results that may help us provide answers to each of the ques-tions listed at the beginning of this section will be given in the next section.

4.2. The results

Preliminary experiments were performed for both the latency and throughput meas-
urements to determine the minimum length of each trace to be submitted to ADP that
would ensure the stability of the results of each run. A number of measurements of latency
and throughput with traces of increasing lengths and various levels for the factors were col-
lected. The results that were hardest to stabilize, i.e., that required the longest traces.
were those produced by the ALL trace (se Figure 3). On the basis of the results of these
preliminary measurements, a trace length of 10,000 messages was chosen for all the experi-
ments.

The main characteristics of the five traces and the values of ADP performance indices'
obtained with nominal levels for all the factors are shown in Table 2. The mean interar-
rival times reported in the table are those between the arrivals of the 10,000 mesages in
each trace at the input of the sending ADP module during most latency experiments (but
not, of course, in throughput experiments). The corresponding offered load in kbytess is

'S' , -"-)", '.,'-' +: -',''.'' -' --' %; ",- ,"5 " ,< " , ',' ", , ", .'/ ' %. " -" ," "" "" -" . . . " " . . . .. ... . -
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between 5% and 60% of the throughput. depending on the trace, and between 3% and 23%
of the Ethernet's bandwidth. The ratio between the mean ADP message size and the mean
message size is a measure of the amount of queueing, and depends on the urgency charac-
teristics of each trace, but is also influenced by the value of the ADP timeout (see Table 2).
Note the small message size of the TCP trace, which includes a large number of single-
character messages, and the correspondingly low throughput, due to the much greater rela-
tive weight of non-data bytes transmitted, and of message handling and encryption over-
head.

The values of throughput (750 kbytes/s) and urgent-message latency (11 ma) in the
nominal case are quite satisfactory. For example, the throughput is about 8 times the max-
imum measured by Cabrer et al. [81 for Berkeley UNIX TCP on an Ethernet between two
Sun 2 workstations with constant size messages, and by about the same factor higher than
that measured for UDP in the same experimental conditions; it should be noted that these
maxima correspond, in the Berkeley UNIX implementations of TCP and UDP. to 1024-byte
messages, and that the mean message size in our ALL trace is 1166 bytes. whereas the
mean size of ADP messages (after queueing and piggybacking) is 6247 bytes. Note also
that the throughput of ADP corresponds to about 60% of the Ethernet's bandwidth. The
mean latencies measured by Cabrera et al. for TCP and UDP were, in the case of 1024-byte
packets, 11.9 ma and 8.6 ms, respectively, that is, much closer to ADP performance than
the throughputs. The variability of message size slightly worsens the latency produced by
ADPI. an experiment with constant message sizes resulted in mean ADP latencies of 3 me
for 32 bytes and 9 ma for 8 kbyte

In comparing Cabrera's TCP and UDP measurements with our ADP measurements,
we are not suggesting that these protocols are interchangeable; they are at different levels
in the network architecture, they provide very different services. (TCP's features are espe-
cially rich (25D, and Cabrera's data was certainly influenced by the characteristics of the
software layer between a user process and TCP or UDP in Berkeley UNIX. We are simply
verifying the reasonableness of our results. In any case, hardware encryption/docryption of
ADP message headers seems not to be too slow, even though the DES chip's operation can-
not be overlapped with other message processing operations. We found that the main limi-
tations to the chip's performance are imposed by the interface rather than by the speed of
encryption. In fact. data transfers in and out of the DES chip accounted for 90% of the
time spent doing encryption.

Tables 3 and 4 provide some data about the impact of the scope of encryption and of
queueing on performance for two of the traces, namely, ALL and ND. The drop in perfor-
mance due to the encryption of the entire message (for privacy and authentication) is
always substantially larger than the one due to the encryption of the trailer ,for authenti-
cation only). The latter is often very small, especially when non-urgent messages are
queud by ADP. When Q = ON, the utilization of the sending CPU with the ND trace
only increases from 20.1% to 20.3% because of trailer encryption. and to 47% for full mes-
sage encryption. When Q = OFF, the corresponding utilizations are 39.9%. 59.8%, and
90.9%. Thus. with our DES chip and its interface, the cost of privacy, especially in terms of
latency, is high. The tables also show that queueing always has a very appreciable
beneficial effect, especially on latency, even if there is no encryption. This result, which
increases with the message arrival rate. is confirmed by the curves in Figure 4. Note that,
in this figure. the arrival rate factor on the horizontal axis is a measure of the offered load.
Note also that the nominal rates are marked with small squares on the curves. Table 5
shows the devastating impact of software DES encryption and decryption on throughput
and even more on latency; the large difference between the latencies of the two traces can
be explained with the higher arrival rate of ALL.

The influence of message urgency on performance is illustrated in Table 6, where the
various levels of urgency correspond to different policies for selecting urgent messages inthe ALL trace. The non-monotonic values of T and L suggests that the sequence and

Ii.
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arrival times of urgent messages are probably at least as important as their mean rate.
However, infrequent arrivals of urgent messages substantially lower the probability that
they will have to wait because of ADFs still being in the process of shipping the previous
ADP message; at the other extreme, the case in which all messages are urgent coincides
with that of no queueing (see Table 3), which is characterized by a much lower perfor-
mance.

Figures 5 and 6 show the effect of the ADP timeout parameter (i.e., the maximum
delay for non-urgent messages) on throughput and latency, respectively, for some of the
traces, The throughput curves are all well-behaved, in the sense that, beyond a certain
value of M that is approximately the same for all traces. T becomes quite insensitive to
variations of M. This is because, beyond that point, the shipping of an ADP message is
determined either by the arrival of an urgent message or by the size of the queue exceeding
its upper bound. On the contrary, Figure 6 suggests that different types of traffic will need
different timeouts if latencies of urgent messages are to be close to their minimum values
(see the ND curvei; note that the behavior of the ALL trace in this respect is apparently
much more heavily influenced by that of its TCP component than by those of all the other
components 'NFS and ND + NFS have curves similar to that of ND in Figure 6). The shape
of the curves can be explained as follows. Very low timeouts are equivalent to a very large
fraction of urgent messages. As the value of M increases, the beneficial effects of queueing
make themselves felt. Beyond a certain value of ,. the expiration of the timeout is no
longer a normal cause for the shipment of ADP messages; the size of the ADP messages
increases, and with it the latency of urgent messages. For traces with low arrival rates.
like ND, the value of M at which this occurs is much higher than for higher-traffic traces
like TCP and ALL

All values of latency in the tables and figures presented above are averages. What
type of distribution does the latency of urgent messages exhibit? Figure 7 answers this
question for the ALL trace and its component traces in the case of nomial levels for all
factors. The mean of the frequency distribution in the diagram is 11 ms, the median 10
ms, and the standard deviation 6.08 ms. The peaks in the global distribution correspond to
the latencies of the most frequent ADP message sizes. Clearly distinguishable are those
due to most of the TCP messages (around 7 ms), the shipments of one 8-kbyte page t 10 ms).
those of two piggybacked 8-kbyte pages 117 ms), and those of three piggybacked 8-kbyte
pages (24 ms). The peaks of ND and NFS correspond to approximately the same latency
values. Note that most of the ADP message types just mentioned also include some small
additional piggybacked messages. and their latencies are therefore somewhat larger than
they would be if these messages were not there.

We also measured the mean secure channel establishment time C. and found it to
equal about 1.75 seconds. In our experiment, each host knew the public key of the other
host. and the time needed to obtain that key from an appropriate server is therefore not
included in this result.

5. Conclusion
We have described the security requirements of very large distributed systems and

shown that the existing mechanisms for secure communication do not address these needs.
A new architecture for fast secure communication in VLDSs has been introduced. The
architecture of the Authenticated Datagram Protocol offers efficient end-to-end secure com-
munication in large-scale systems by providing authentication and privacy at the level of
host-to-host datagrams. ADP has numerous advantages over designs in which security
mechanisms are placed at other protocol levels.

The initial phase of our study of ADP performance has shown that, even without sub-
jecting ADP to careful tuning, the performance penalties due to authentication following
the ADP approach are small if hardware encryption, decryption is used. The DES chip used
in our experiments has a bandwidth comparable to that of the Ethernet. As network

we %, 'p J / , ,"""'"" .,'""/ -. ,''' '. '- . -"- ' . '-f," ,-.-," • " ' ' ' .. ,, ' ' " ' " 
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bandwidths increase, encryption speeds will have to be increased, but in order to do this the
bottleneck in the current interface to the DES chip will have to be removed Ant by careal
design.

The idea of classifying messages into urgent and non-urgent, and of having the latter
wait in a queue until an urgent message comes or given time or space limits are reached,
seems to improve the performance of ADP substantil41y, in particular when arrival rates
are high, as we expect them to be in VLDSs. The possibility of introducing this idea into
other protocols is worth exploring. The results of some of our latency experiments sug-
gested the use of message-dependent values for the ADP timeout. Finally, the time
required for the establishment of a secure channel between two hosts is relatively short,
and in any case the operation is expected to be quite infrequent.

A number of investigations, some of which require a more sophisticated experimental
setup, remain to be performed. These include futher explorations of the ADP parameter
and input spaces, and of the interactions among factors; the investigations involving faster
encryption hardware (and better interfces) as well as futer networks will be among the
most interesting ones. They also include the study of the impact of such additional factors
as the caching of authenticated names and the degree of physical parallelism available for
the execution of ADP modules.
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Table 1. Factors and levels

FACTOR FACTOR SYMBOL LEVELS
TYPE

ALL

TCP

TRACE W ND

NFS

ND NFS

INPUT UI: 0.08%

U2: 3%
IM

URGENCY U U3: Z0% > of the messages are urgent ('

U4: 19%

US: 27%

ARRIVAL RATE '" R continuous (nominal value depends on the trace, see Table 2)

SINGLE-KEY NE: no encryption

ENCRYPTION E PE: partial encryption (trailer only)

SCOPE FE: full encryption
4

SINGLE-KEY lIW: hardware (DES chip)
ADP ENCRYPTION Y SW: software (DES routine,

TECHNOLOGY

MESSAGE Q ON: queueing

QUEUEING OFF: no queueing

TIMEOUT M continuous (nominal value depends on the trace, see Table 2)

Nominal levels are italicized.

') Percentages of urgent messages are for the ALL trace.

Latency experiments only.

1 41 r



Table 2. Characteristics and nominal ADP performances of the five traces

Mean message Mean interarrival Nominal ADP 'Mean ADP

Trace ze (B) time (ms) timeout (mu) message size B) T (kB/s) L (ms)

ALL 1166 4 40 6247 750 11

TCP 219 2 40 2104 180 8

ND 2339 11 100 11073 986 18

NI'S 1897 50 100 3382 740 13

i+NFSI 1891. 10 60 10332 960 11

S

'P



Table 3. T and L as functions of E and Q

(ALL trace. other tacton at nominal Ievels)

T (kbytu/s) L (ms)

Q=OFF Q=ON Q=OFF Q=ON

E = NE 344 760 67 11

E = PE 328 750 101 11

E =FE 208 350 4388 620

Table 4. T and L as functions of E and Q

(ND trace, other facnto at nominal levels)

T (kbytes/s) L (ms)

Q=OFF Q=ON Q=OFF Q=ON

E = NE 464 991 260 18

E = PE 330 986 369 18

E = FE 279 394 694 318



Table5. T and L versus Y

(ALL and ND traces, all other factors at nominal levels)

T (kbytmls) L (ms)

Y=HW Y=SW Y=HW Y=SW

ALL 740 50 11 3300

ND 980 97 18 192

Table 6. T and L versus U

(ALL trace, all other factors at nominal levels)

T (kbyt*Ws) L (ms)

U1 730 8

U2 j 0O 18

U3 750 11

U4 450 27

U5 401 60
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Figure 1.

A schematic diagram of ADP operation ((a) secure channel establishment;
(b) authentication of owner X to B; (c) authentication of owner Y to A).
Messages exchanged in (b) and (c) as well as during normal communication
between X and Y are partially (or, optionally, totally) encrypted with chan.
nel key S. (W)z denotes string W encrypted with key z.
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Figure 2. The experimental setup.
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Figure 3.

Throughput and latency versus number of messages (ALL trace, nominal
levels for all other factors).
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T versus M for various traces (other factors at nominal levels)
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